CH ÂT E AU-DU-BEC

Bed & breakfast, self-catering suites rent
Reception rooms and seminars
Welcome to the Château du Bec. Our hospitality is based on three
points: friendliness, respect and pleasure.
THE ESTATE
The Château du Bec is 17kms (about 10 miles) from le Havre
and 12kms (about 8 miles) from Etretat. In the courtyard of this
thousand year old château, an historical monument, you can
imagine you are a king or a queen, you can take a walk around
the ponds, a rest by the springs, enjoy our 7 hectares (about 21
acres) of woods and our animals. Once you are through the gates,
time stands still. Only peace and quiet remain...
OUR PHILOSOPHY
We wish to protect nature. The various buildings are heated either
by wood or aquathermal furnaces. We also have an agreement
with EDF (the French electricity company) to favor sustainable
energy.
YOUR SELF-CATERING LODGINGS
We have two self-catering suites and two bed and breakfast suites
in the left wing of the main building. A third bed and breakfast
suite is located outside of the main building. You will discover an
ideal, refined and comfortable setting for your visit.
YOUR SUITE
The « Cabane du Bec » suite is located outside of the main
building. This peaceful location beside the river offers a queen
size bed 160x200 and a shower with toilet. The particularity of
this room is behind its windows. There is a terrace above the
river, it is equipped with a table and 2 chairs. The room also has a
stereo. Breakfast is served in what used to be the stables.
The conception is contemporary to contrast with the site. An
interior decorator designed the rooms and picked out the high
quality contemporary furniture. To finish the décor contemporary
paintings from the art gallery “Les Mots Passants”are on the walls.
If you fall in love with one of these paintings you may acquire it.
We also sell our organic products:Limoncello (a lemon liqueur),
home made cider and olive oil from Sicily.
For more information, please contact Paula: (+33) 06 22 83 24 17

www.chateaudubec.com
4, route du Château - 76133 SAINT-MARTIN DU BEC
06 22 83 24 17 - contact@chateaudubec.com

